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Spartan football straining at
the leash for first game,
Sports Page 3

SJSU clubs want you!
News Page 6

Social work
acting dean
to leave post

Wage
hikes
missing
for staff

Two other colleges to
begin dean searches soon

BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Daily Staff W
The staff at San Jose State
University has not received
promotional raises in the last
two years while some faculty
members have received some
salary increases, a faculty
union director said.
State
"California
Universities took a cut of the
total funding of about $200
million, added a 10 percent
student fee hike and no pay
raises," said Alice Sunshine,
California Faculty Association
director. "The last general salary increase was July I. 2002
and that was a 2 percent raise."
There has been a budget
crisis in the state and it’s been
tough for all state employees.
said Sunshine.
"Staff and faculty have not
received salary increases for
some time due to the budget,"
said Maria Rivera, associate
vice president of human resources for SJSU. "The staff
and faculty salary increase negotiations have not been completed and are still in progress
for this year."
"There are a lot of issues
that are being talked about the
same time those salaries are
negotiated." said Dennis Fox.
a California State University
employee union chief steward.
"We can use take-aways to bargain for salary increases, such
as parking fee increases."
Fox explained that he needs
to bargain to get salary increases and sometimes that doesn’t
work and money gets designated to different sections of
the university.
When there are more students in each class, it can mean
there is more work for staff and
faculty.
"Staff members have had
to do a lot more work and it is
see RAISES, page 7
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How sweet it is .
Amy Starns, left, a senior majoring in justice studies and Andrea Rugers, a senior majoring in
advertising make cotton candy in front of the Central Classroom building. The spun sugar was
one of the attractions at Go Greek recruitment barbecue held Thursday.

UPD tickets library performer for noise violation

Officers of the University
Police Depattment cited breakdancer Andre Pham for "amplified
sound on campus." a violation of
university law. According to Phalli.
a junior majoring in nursing, a
UPD officer approached him and
asked him to turn down the stereo
he uses to practice. It happened at
the Caret Plaza, right in front of the
entrance to the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library.
"You couldn’t hear it past 15
feet," said Pham, who faces a
$1,000 fine and/or up to a year
in jail. The Milpitas native is due
to appear in court Oct. 19 at 4:30
p.m.. at the Santa Clara County
Superior Court. The nursing student, along with his group King
Krew, had break-danced almost
every school day and received
an official warning. Since this
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Break-dancer cited
BY ERIN CABALLERO
Senior Staff Writer

’Transporter 2’
gets a flat,
A&E Page 8

is his second offense, he is being sent to court. The King Krew
has been dancing for the last five
to six years; coincidentally, the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library is where the crew first met
each other.
Speaking of his group’s talent.
Pham’s friend Gene Perlas said,
"There are guys that watch us and
jokingly mimic our moves, but
they can’t do it as sexy as us."
Perlas, a senior majoring in mechanical engineering, was a witness to the incident.
"1 was on my way to class when
we all
1 saw them (dancing)
went straight for class." he said.
Sgt. John Laws, the officer who
cited Pham. has a slightly different
take on the incident.
"He had been warned previously I base a different responsibilsee DANCER, page 7
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Spartan Party disbands after defeat
BY AN NGUYEN
Daily Staff W,
The Spartan Parts has been
dissolved after its si s- \ear reign
in the Associated Students.
Director of Legislative Affairs
Rebecca Balderas made the decision after the A.S. election this
past March.
The results of the last election
were a hard blim to the Spartan
party, Balderas said (II the lh pos it i on s as ailahle kk1111111 the AS.,
14 had been swept up by the opposing Stand Up Party during the
March election.
Balderas explained the chain of
events that put her in the position
to pull the plug.
Rachel Greathouse. last year’s
A.S. president and the head of the
Spartan Party, graduated, Balderas
said. The next in command was
Michael Nguyen, who decided to
leave the political light after losing the recent A.S. presidential
race to Alberto Guiterrez.
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fter being in office for so long, we
already felt we accomplished something."

Balderas, former Spartan Party member

The last two people who had
seniority over Balderas also chose
to leave the party to pursue other
endeavors.
Balderas then found herself
faced with the option of either
picking up the pieces or bowing
out gracefully.
"I decided not to continue the
Spartan Party," Balderas said. "I
mean, why would you kick a dead
horse? I did not want to tarnish
the reputation. We had a good run.
After being in office for so long,
we already felt we accomplished
something."
Balderas felt a reason why the
previous board of directors, under
her own party, lost their positions
was because they had lacked a

:leaf line of communication hetween itself and the studenis
"The main problem \S as Hansparency while we were in otth.c.Balderas said. "While mans nes%
programs were going on, we succeeded in getting a lot dime. hut
there was no connection between
the students and the A.S."
The Spartan Party first appeared on the ballot in 1995 said
A.S. Executive Director Alfonso
De Alba.
He said the party’s presence
wavered from year to year until it
became the majority party in the
A.S. in 1999.
The party’s dominance lasted
up until the most recent election
when the contending Stand lip
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stunted
onimitment.Both Diteotti of Gov erning
Jason Fithian and Director
At
of Prom ililimliC Affairs Emily
Molino held mikes in campus organizations last t’ii- Fithiall ’S is
the treasurer ot the Gay. Lesbian.
Bisexual and Transgender Allies
and MOM() ts as the president of
the Panhellenic Council.
Olt ’cat:7 also felt that the students n San Jose Stale I nitersity
see SPARTAN, page 7
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GUEST COLUMN

Prop 76 would give students something to complain about
structure any where near campus).
Next, we have stories about students not being
able to tind the classes that they want. This is a perennial and serious prt blem. but the university is not to
blame. The unii el sii tsu,uld love to be able to
offer more classes, hut it cannot afford to do

They say that death and taxes are the only things
that are certain in life. But they ’re wrong. It’s also certain that at the start of es ery new semester, the same
old stories is ill be repeated in the Spartan Daily.
First. we hue complaints about parking. San Jose
State I ’no coat\ students who artiVe late to class because the
annot find a parking spot might be surprised to know that SJSU is not uniqUe: Students COMt.oliet2.0 campus.
plain Jtuiut parking on es.
And complaining about it isn’t going to help.
Students [hoe been complaining about parking at
SJS1 for more than 30 years. and yet ,itir enrollments
continue to grow year after year SJS t co11111111eN to
be an attracos e destination for students despite its
parking situation.
Students may also be suiposed to know that the
state of California provides no money for parking.
All money for parking must he raised through student
fees. The $ )40 per semester that you pay for parking
goes entirely 1,, the maintenance of the existing parking facilities It students want more parking. they will
has e pay more
much more’ Not to mention that
SJSC doesn’t hme enough land ii lijuLl a parking

not raised fees at all for several years. The state of
California subsidizes approximately 70 percent of the
cost of your education. Nevertheless, higher tuition is
a problem for our students.
culprits
are
the
Once
again,
California’s political leaders and the taxso.
payers who insist on lower taxes, regardless of the consequences. For example.
The blame rests on the sitters of the state of
Governor Schwarzenegger’s first official
California. who have shown that they want all
act was to lower the car tax, which inthe seri ices that gos eminent provides, but they
don’t is ant to pay the taws that pay for those
creased the California budget deficit by
some $4 billion dollars. As a result, the
sets ices. As a result, SJSU students take live or
state could not afford to spend any more
six ’Cats to graduate rather than the usual four.
money on education. You saved perhaps
Your taxes are lower, but you lose out on tens
or hundreds of thousands of dollars in income
JAMES BRENT $100 on your car registration this year.
sy hile you complete your education.
but are paying hundreds of dollars more
sic have the Shiite% about the high cost of every semester in tuition.
tuition at SJS t It is true that tuition at the California
These problems will only get much worse if
State t
has increased dramatically over the Proposition 76 passes in November’s special elecpast three years Neertheless, CSU students still pay tion. Proposition 76 would place dramatic new limits
signimantly less than students in most other public on state spending. Education is the largest single item
uno ersuies in the nation The recent fee increases in the California state budget. Thus, Proposition 76’s
wet,.
large because the state iit California had passage would mean that the CSU would forever be

Letter to the Editor

gio eminent leaders avoided Senate meetings as much
as possible. Though I am pleasantly surprised and
grateful for the earnest effort shown by the current
board to attend senate meetings. I feel that one senate position should be for two or three students at
large. One of the candidates for AS President was an
active student leader in his department, and I still do
not know why the current AS Vice President never explained her absences last year during four critical senate meetings, and voted to lock up many committees
from the average student.
Students at San Jose State are smart, fun loving,
and deeply committed to their community. So I am
thankful for Associated Students in seeking out opportunities. but they should also practice it here as soon
as possible, and make their meeting minutes available
in a timely manner.

Associated Students should give
opportunites and practice openess
It is commendable and worthy of note that the leadership of the Associated Students is actively seeking
out ways for students to become more involved with
their community.
What I cannot understand is why Associated
Students has doubled the amount of committees that
the board members sit on, reducing the size of opportunities for students to become involved with their
university.
We have planning students that could assist with
campus planning, but AS has designated that committee away, and it really should be a committee that
could attract someone with a planning background. I
am very confident that our bright and capable campus
board of directors will represent us on the Academic
Senate this year, but for over a half a decade student

James Rowen
Graduate Student
Urban Planning

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students. faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan daily office in Dwight Bente’ Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed
to spartandaily

casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space restrictions may require editing of

submissions. Entries are printed in the order in w hich they are received.
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Campus Reading Progrian
"Nickel Dimed" book discussion will be held
between 2 p.m. and 3.30 p.m. The event will
take place in the Peer Mentor Center in Royce
I hall

The English Department
Three new lass sections for English I It le ieit
Classes is ill he held on Mtmdd!, mid Ncilnesila
from noon to I 15 p.m.. Monday mid \A cilnesd.i)
from 1:30 p.m to 2:45 p.m. and on frida sIi iii
9 a.m. to I I 15 ;yin.
SJSI Catholic Campus Ministiy
Mass is ill be held at 12.10 pan it the S.IS1’ Catholic
Campus 1itiusir Ii mole int,ii mation. ctittact
Fr. .1054: Rilhi0 .1i ’1 its hhit
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Mini Asian Baptist Student Koinonia will be holding
a "Welcome Night" at 6 p.m on Thursday in the
Umunhum Room, Call Diane Kim at
499-7153 for more informatiim or visit
www.ahsk.org.

Spartan Squad
The Official Release Party and I ; I
will be held at 6 p.m. at the Campus \ Huge QUA.
For more information. contact Matthew Olis ieriut
hop’
sisu.edu/spartansquad.

come.

James Brent is a political science professor at
USU. Guest columns appear every Thursday.

MR Mal0 RIS1N1’

Minnesota reveals the
true beauty of California
This summer has been one of realization for everyone grudgingly admits is We Is DRY HEAT.
me. I spent the summer working for a newspaper You’ve got to leave the state In summer to appreciin Duluth. Minn.. which was an awesome expe- ate this. seriously. I kid you not. it is like trying to
rience. 1 met a lot of cool and interesting people breathe through a wet wash cloth.
and learned how to design a news page using anDriving through the prairies between California
tiquated software. But aside from that, living in and Minnesota. every 50 miles or so. a group of
Minnesota and driving through states like Utah. about five somewhat decrepit houses appears litNevada. Colorado, Wyoming. South Dakota and erally in the middle of nowhere. Five houses and
Wisconsin have led me to a realization about peo- nothing else. No grocery store, no gas station, no
ple from our noble state of California.
schools or houses of worship. What the residents
Californians. we’re a spoiled, arrogant
of those homes did for a living is beyond
bunch.
me. I felt bad for any kids living there. I
You may not realize it now, sitting in
thought to myself. "What could they do
class bored and covertly sneaking a read,
for entertainment around here?"
but once you get outside California and
I quickly found out.
meet people from other states, you can’t
As it turns out, people living in those
help but extol the virtues of how awesome
particular areas do two things for enteryour home state is. You’ll look around at
tainment.
what appears to be the barren, desolate
I. Collect Sean Hannity books, which
landscape of other states where the bufare available and festively displayed at
falo used to roam and if you’re not careful,
all gas station mini -marts, between the
JOE SHREVE
run over a deer where the antelope play and
American Bags and Miller Lite.
think to yourself, "My God. California RULES!"
2. In their F-550 ( 12 yards long. two lanes wide.
And while they may get sick of it when you sixty-five tons of American pride) extended cab
keep broadcasting your state pride, after a while it pickups, they hunt for and sneak up on unsusjust comes second nature and you can’t in en help pecting motorists in little white sports cars with
it anymore. I’m here to tell you that it’s all right. California plates, swoop around and cut them off
at 90 miles an hour.
Go ahead and let it out. After all, it is true.
California really does rule.
I never saw them do that to anyone else. Maybe
I mean we’ve got hundreds of miles of beau- it was because I’m an "arrogant Californian who
tiful coastline (even more, if you count Southern deserces to get cut off.- Oh well. I don’t consider
California’s coastline). We’ve got amazing forests myself arrogant, that’s what counts.
and parks. We’re technologically advanced thanks
After all. it’s not my fault Californians rule.
to the Silicon Valley. which our school apparently
powers somehow. And pretty much no mutter
where you are in the state. a major city isn’t far.
California has a lot of ethnic diversity, though that
Joe Shreve is a Spartan Daily copy editor. "AI?
isn’t unique to us. One other thing we have that Mojo Risin’" appears every other Thursday.

Devour the Child

By Jamaica Dyer

STSI Catholic Campus Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student Fellow ship will hold
a meeting each Thursday at ti p.m. in the SJSU
Catholic Chapel Ministry Lounge. For more
information, contact Kay Polintan at
938-1610.
SUNDAY
S.ISt Catholic Campus Ministry.
Sunday Mass is ill he held at noon and 7 p.m.
at the SJSU Catholic L’ampus Ministry. For more
information. contact Fr. Jose Rubio at
938-1610.

Jewish SlUtlent Union
"Schtick it to the Balloon** will take place from II
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Seventh street volleyball courts.
For nnire information. contact Andrew Schwartz at
(925) 759-1220,

ineligible for significant funding increases. Student
fees would be forced to rise even more rapidly as a
result.
There’s a common theme here: You get what you
pay for. SJSU students don’t want to pay a lot for
parking, so they don’t get much parking. California
taxpayers don’t want to pay for higher education, so
fees go up and classes are cut. Despite the wishful
thinking of so many in this state, nothing in life is
free.
The solutions are simple but unpleasant. If you
want more parking, lobby your student leaders to ask
for a student parking fee increase. If you want more
classes and lower tuition, vote for politicians who are
willing to raise taxes.
And no CSU student in his or her right mind should
even consider voting for Proposition 76, which would
cripple higher education in California for decades to
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Spartans ready to pluck visiting Eagles
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Daily Staff WI itei
San Jose State titiseisity opens its football
season at 3 p.m. Saturday at Spartan Stadium
against Eastern Washington University. and the
Spartans is excited about the opportunity to hit
someone not wearing blue and gold.

FOOTBAL

OTEB08111

"It’s finally here. We’ve been waiting to
play this game forever." Coach Dick Tomey
said. "We’ve been working hard for eight and a
half months and its fun to get a chance to say
it’s game week. I know the players are thrilled
to death to get a chance to hit somebody they
don’t know."
Eastern Washington was a co -champion in
the Big Sky Conference and reached the quarterfinals of the NCAA Di% ision I -AA playoffs
with a 9-4 record.
The Eagles are favored to repeat as conference champions and are ranked fourth in the
nation in The Sports Network preseason poll
and second in the nation by Sports Illustrated.
’We’re play ing against an opponent we
has e great respect tor.- Finney said. "Their
qiiarterback (Erik Me, er is one of the best that
uue’ll LILL’
\ci
he conference MVP as a junior
last sea.on atter completing 65.8 percent of his
passes
707
arils and 31 touchdowns.
SJ St kihms that Fie.tein Washington can
he

(1;11Wellrlls

despite

its

I

pointed to the Eagles hard-fought 21-19 los,
to Oregon State University in 2((X), a year in
which the Beavers went I I -I.
"And that was not an Eastern Washington
team like this one," Tomey said. "It was a 6-5
team."
Tomey also noted that early in the season
there is very little difference between I -A and
I -AA football teams.
"The difference is the number of scholarships," Tomey said. "Later in the year that
may manifest itself because injuries have taken
their toll, but in the first game there’s hardly
any (difference)."
Senior safety Josh Powell backed up
Tome) ’s statements about the lack of differences between the Eagles and any other team
on the Spartans’ schedule.
"The preparation is the same if we were
playing Eastern Washington or Ohio State."
Powell said. "It’s still I I -man football, they
still have good players and good plays that
they execute well."
For the Spartans. the key \\ ill be in controlling their emotions and sticking to the task at
hand.
"In your first game you’re not quite sure
how exactly people are going to compete \\ hen
they turn the lights on." Tomey said. "I believe
very much in our tezim :ind I can’t us an to watch
them play. I just want us to spill our guts everywhere on the field."
Filling the depth chart
The two most hoth ,...ontested

\ \

rrtint! po

sitions htte

riven .0
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and experience eon out in both races as Adam
Tafralis and Yonus Dav is 1\ ill get the starting
nods Saturday.
Both players are still onls iedsliiii sopho"11111,us di the most
mores but each
game experience.
Tafralis beat out junioi college trinsler LP.
Greco and true freshman Chad lio//o foi ihe
while D Is I
starting
I ;in
Ma vIr;
other junior college tianstei and l’.iii I, ISo y.
redshirt freShnlan.
While Tafralis still Licks ewe, ii’ us with
only three collegiate stalls Mittel Ills hell.
Tomey WaSiniptessed v. di his eIltriI dining
the off-season.
"I’ve never Seen a ,\ I rung num \wilt !abler
at any positinn in the oil -season in
!unison
\ said
ready."
9111.1, irr point
The veteran 5,,a, Ii s
,n11 iii open
out that all stitit2
tryout and play ei s us ill ha\
Has %sell
enough to stay in the lineup
"Ms view ot the stalling ’mom Iii die first
game is that all it SON Is. ’I’M
there lust.’ Ionics evimn,.,1
Junior us ide ft’s en er tames folic. is one itt
oni us itt the
those play els that uu ill he
first -team ot tense
1,, get out
Jones said that the team is :my
on the field and strap it up bin adinitiod that
there is some normal alTIeliciision !leading
into the first game.
nett nits.- Jones
"You’re always going in
said. "You :du% ass wonder hat’s going to happen. that’s lust I lie taint’

DANIEL SATO ’DAILY STAFF

James Callier Jr., a redshirt freshman linebacker, prepares to step
onto the field during a practice. The Spartans will face Eastern
wachirigtnn tinivercity at 1 pm caturday at Spartan Stadium.
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Recital to be first in library series
BY FARIDEM DADA
Dad/ ’,fart
A piano recital vi ill be performed
at 7:30 pm today in the Beethoven
Center, at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library..
The recital -lecture program is
the first of a new event. the "First
Thursday s" lecture series, which
will be performed on the first
Thursday of each month.
Janine Johnson. the performer
and lecturer of this month’s pro grain, will talk about "The History
of the Fortepiano and Its Rise to
Prominence."
Fortepiano is a piano of the I 8’
and 19’ centuries.
Janine Johnson has built harpsichords and fortepianos since 1976.
She is also a music performer and
teaches music lessons occasionally.
Johnson will perform the recital
with commentary between pieces
of music.
"I MD tracing the historv ofthe
piano and how ii found its ». ay
to popularity." Johnson said. "It
didn’t happen all of a sudden It
took over a hundred years."
dillit ClICC
the
Considering

between harpsichord and piano,
Johnson said, although both are
keyboard instruments, harpsichord
flux the strings. It has a much
brighter and spaikly sound than
the piano, and it L.innta he easily
played loud and sot t.
"Harpsichord has two key boards," Johnson said. " they
both have strings in them with the
soundboard. Structurally they are
very similar, the mechanism that
makes the sound happen is different."
The program is both entertaining and educational, Johnson said,
adding that she is trying to allocate her talk to a broad group of
people.
"It is always need to expand the
horizons." Johnson said. "Parts of
it is pretty specialized but I try to
keep that minimum. I ant trying to
be pretty concise, and it is mostly
playing, that everybody understands what they hear. Johnson. Mu) encouraged people it) take part in the program said.
"Art makes people more appreciative of beauty and happier.
"Art has ur have some kind of
passion behind it and passion can
be, rime ti Its anon."

kookingfor a meaningful career?
Become a Licensed Acupuncturist (L.A-.)

Sunday September 11
1:00 to 4:00 pm Information Day
1..sier’s & DoLtoial Dego
quo ement
2 Year College Entrance
I- main r.il Aid .X..01.)ble
.X,) redo ed

f’:1\

FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE

ofTraditiona/ Chinese Medion,
College &
3031 Tisch Way, San Jose Near Santana Row
(408) 260-0208 www.fivebranehes.eau

Johnson, who said she is called
"renaissance woman.- does some
landscape painting and artwork on
harpsichords as well.
The lecture series sponsored
by the special collections of the
King’s Library will be an educational and entertaining program
for people, said Patricia Stroh. the
curator of Beethoven Center.
"The idea behind holding these
lecture series is to get more people
into the special collections to learn
about us." Stroh said.
"We also wanted to feature
outside speakers who could really
talk in depth about some research
aspects that are connected to the
various collections."
The library is sponsoring the
lectures until the end of December
and it is free and open to the public.
The library is helping publicize
the event. Stroh said.
Ae have posted it Itt the umversitv s events’ Web site. n e sent
publis ser v ice annimncements and
press idea,: :thou! it. We all have
small inemhership organi/ahons
or our rinn ltinting list. We sent
out iii ills
lixen though there are various
specialized subject areas. Stroh
said there is a little hit of interest to
lust zihout anybody in the programs.
It shows them about how you
an use spec it collections to do
tesearch so MLA Lan learn about
11..)v
r,articulat interest

in a particular area can use material that are in this library’s special
collections."
"The Hayes Mansion at 100:
Legacy and Promise." "Back to the
Sea of Com, with Joint Steinbeck
and Ed Ricketts" and "Paradoxes
of Growth: The Fall and Rise of
San Jose’s Downtown" are the
titles of the next montns lectures.
On the motive behind orgamimg these series ot lectures,
William Meiedith, director of
Beethoven Center .ind a member
of the special collections’ committee said. "The special collections’
committee’s primary moils e xxas
to introduce the treasures 1 the
collections to the general public
and to the university."
On the importance 1 the program. Meredith said it is an inaluable opportunit.v Ion students
to learn about the um\ eisity
special collections and to enhance their education tor tree in
a unique way.
’When you 141, into most museums and you see a huiUfl you
Just get to look at it. but Thursday’
night. the students will he able to
get to hear the piano played beautifully and also have someone explain to them what makes it special," Meredith said.
"We expect we iv ill have a big
crowd," Stroh said. " I here is going to he a small reception alter
that

"EXTREMELY FUNNY!
Flings mud in all directions with a
fearless audacity."
EVAN RACHEt WOOD RON LIVINGSTON JAMES WOODS

PRETTY PERSUASION
I r.risusu,moaTLut

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT NOW PLAYING

Caw trileir-...ar

SEPTEN113ER 1, 20711
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Departments score
high marks in report
BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
Daily Staff VAir iter

The engineering department
at San Jose Site University has
been ranked 1.4th in the nation
among schools whose highest
degree is a bachelor’s or master’s
by U.S. News and World Report.
The report is made annually
by U.S. News and divides the
ranking of national colleges and
Uhl% ersil ies into many different
categories
Acording to the U.S. News
Web site, the ranking is done
by compilation of votes made
by deans and senior faculty who
rate the programs they are familiar with.
Ping Hsu. assoL rate dean
of the College of Engineering,
takes part in the ranking and was
pleased at the recognition that the
department received.
"(The ranking) reflects our
consistently providing a high’
quality program with high -quality alumni support and faculty
research." Hsu said.
Alumni support was also cited
by James Freeman, a professor
and chair of the electrical engineering department ix hiCh is as
ranked I lib among undergraduate engineering specialties.
"Almost every lab we have
was financed by a local business through alumni support. Freeman said.
Hsu said the ranking is important because of the reputation
of the report among parents and
high school teachers helping high
school graduates to decide which
college to attend.
"Because ’.S tiexx s is so
» idely Lirculated. this is a big
deal." Hsu said. "It xxii di ass
eood stULietits it,, SJSI.

The ranking reflects the way
the academic community
s the department, said Hsu.
In addition, Hsu mentioned
that Silicon Valley is supplied
with many engineers who graduated from SJSU.
"We pride ourselves on being
the number one supplier of engineers to Silicon Valley." Hsu
said.
The College of Engineering
annually honors some of those
graduates by selecting one or
two alumni who have gone on to
become executives in their com-

t 11.1t

panies.
On the second floor of the
Engineering building, there is a
conference room whose walls are
covered in plaques bearing the
likenesses, names and titles of
SJSU graduates.
Among those honored are last
years winners, Omid Kordestani,
senior vice president of global
sales mid business development

ggB

ecause U.S.
News is so
widely circulated, this is a big
deal."
Ping Hsu associate

dean

at Googly): and Gust Perlegos,
co-founder and executive vice
president of Atmel.
The soul engineering and me chain, al engineering departments
were also in the top 20. both ranking Ibth in their categories.
was
SJSU
Additionally.
ranked lOth among western pubhis iii v cisme. :aid 46th among
mastei s umt ersities in the west

WWW PILETTYPERSUASIONTUDAOVI( COM

Share your space, but live on your own.

,11’ I ,,p

Bedding

All furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL*MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

filo
Walmart.com
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Katrina may be deadliest U.S. disaster
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - With
thousands feared drowned in
what could be America’s deadliest natural disaster in a century,
New Orleans’ leaders all but surrendered the streets to floodwaters
Wednesday and began turning out
the lights on the ruined city perhaps for months.
Looting spiraled so out of control that Mayor Ray Nagin ordered
s inually the entire police force to
abandon search-and -rescue efforts
and focus on the bra/en packs of
thieves who have turned increasingly hostile.
Nagin also called for an all-out
evacuation of the city ’s remaining
residents. Asked hos% many people
died. he said: "Minimum. hundreds. Most likely, thousands."
With most of the city under
water. Army engineers struggled
to plug New Orleans’ breached
levees with giant sandbags and
concrete barriers, and authorities
drew up plans to clear out the tens
of thousands of remaining people
and practically’ abandon the below sea-level city.
Nagin said there will be a "total evacuation of the city. We have
to. The city will not he functional
for two or three months.- And he
said people \\ ott Id nOt be allowed
back into their homes fin: at least a
month or no
If the mayor’s death -toll estimate holds true, it would make
Katrina the worst itatinal disaster
in the tInited States since at least
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
and fire, which were blamed for

anywhere from about 500 to 6,000
deaths. Katrina would also be the
nation’s deadliest hurricane since
119(X), when a storm in Gals eston.
Texas, killed between 6,000 and
12,000 people.
An exodus from the Superdome
began Wednesday as the first ot
nearly 2.5.0(X) refugees left the
miserable surroundings of the football stadium to be transported in a
caravan of buses to the Astrodome
in Houston. 350 miles away. The
conditions in the Superdome had
become horrendous: There was no
air conditioning, the toilets were
backed up, and the stench was so
had that medical workers wore
masks as they us :liked iv mud,
In Mississippi. bodies started
to pile up at the morgue in hardhit Harrison Counts Forty corpses
have brought to the morgue already, and officials expect the
death loll in the county to climb
well above 100.
Tempers new’ beginning to
flare Police said a !min fatally shot
his sister in the head TT \ el I hag of
ice it) I Irthe.lnov. Miss
It el New
Bush Itsel
Orleans and parts it
hurricane -blasted mistline in An
Force One. Turning to ms ;tides. he
said: "It’s totally %sped )m1 .Its
devastating. it’s got to be doubly
devastating TM the ground. "We’re dealing with one (it
the \sopa national disasters in our
nation’s history." Hush said later in
a tele \ ised address from the White
House. n tic It tin 1st \ Ictims could
not see because ruts,. en remoms tut
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Score higher.
LSAT

GMAT
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to I million Gulf Coast residents.
The federal gos eminent dispatched helicopters, ssatslups and
elite SEAL water-rescue teams itt
one of the biggest relief operations
in I ’.S history.liiined at pluckine
residents !him rooftops in the last
ol the "eolden 72 lain s’ rescuers
sit) is Si tICIal lii SaVing hI L’s
As toes burned f tom bloke?) natural-eas main,. the skies abo \ e the
t-it bu/ied noh National Guard
and toast ( and helicopters franITTiketT., to rook
fiCall
\there uiu tints had been stranded
since ilk) slot m roared ;.) wah a
145 -mph fury Monday. Atop one
:ipartment building. two children
held up a giant sign sera \\ led with
the words: "Help us1Looters used garbage cans and
mllatable mattresses to float ass iy
us tihi food, blue leans. tennis shoes.
I \ sets esen guns ( )inside one
phaimac thieves commandeered
a lot kith and used it to push up ilw
suit ii shutters and break thiough
the glass. The this Cr of a tint sine home bus surrendered the s elm le
to thugs after being threatened.
Police said then nisi Pt lit
remained saving lit es, and mostiv
rust stood by and watched the looting. But Nagin later said flue looting had gotten so had that stopping
the thieves became the top priority
for the police department.
’They are slatting to gut lowi
mu heak ily populated :Kea. Isite)’,.
hospitals. and we’re goon! to stop
it right floss.- Nap!’ salt! III a slate
mein to The Associated hes..
Hundreds of people %% mulcted
up and MIMI shattered !melodic
lo
lie 811 mato, ltt’t’i’, ,uy lead
I iii1111., No\ I 111,%ins. Ii out!la. east
ptishIng shipping
the., ,ould tind ITT
arry their belongings.
(hi some ot the tee toads that
ssere still open, people ssas est at
l’asine t,its ssith empty water
digs. hcl!ging for whet Hundreds

ut peiiple appeared to has e spent
the night on a crippled higli&va&
Nag n. e..hose pre -hurricane
esactidtimi order got most cif has
city 01 .1 halt a trullitin
oh
harm ss ay. estimated 50.00o to
100.11m people temained, and salt]
that 14.oho to 15.0011 a day could
bk. evas tutted in ensuing cons os
"We has e ti. Nagm said. "It’s
not his
,ounlitions."
lIt’at.,
inicei it
about 1100: a.o. me in the IA ;tier: -People us dikiin4 in that %%atm
with thosd dedd bodies, it can get
itt
u 11th Si ms. TRI \1011’1 (lme Si
drink it.’’
In addition to the Asturrloine
solution. ihit’ Federal limergency
Management Agency was con
sidering putting people on cruise
its lent cities.
home
parks, and o -called floating dor!intones
The flood.iters streamed mto
the city ’s streets from two levee
hreaks neat l.ake l’onhilartrain
day :diet Ness ()deans thought it
had escaped s aftshophic rlamage
how Katona The flotasIssaters
).)))et,,1 sit pe1). cm ut lit’ city. m
Ii
II Cs.1,1) ftei deer), in a reddish HI 115 11
1.!
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11»),
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Weilnesdas night
iiitiihit’ son 1.00 v.ip in the laded
this mulsu ill,
But the ;went \ iint it us is MIN
Mg tumble getting the sandbags
and cloiens 01 IN-lot/I 111g11\\ it
si

harriers to the site because the
city’s ssaterwass
blocked
by loose barges. ht rats :Ind large
debt],
In Washington, the Bush adolintsitation de, ided to release crude
oil twin the tecletal pettoletim n:ersc .111e1 Katrina knockekl out
95 percent of the (lull lit Mexico’s
output. But bet.ause or the disruptions and damage to the refineries.
easiihne pit. es surged ,iho ’st is(
eallonin man \ 1,015 01 the comm.\ .
Hie dealli toll has leached at
least 110 iii \lisio,,ippi
the bill magnitude ml the ilisastei
had Ibumu nut mu lot ilas ui paw
bec.itise
:neat in both
Mississippi and New ( Wean.
still unreachable. but also lilt ,iuse
authorities’ hist ’nitwits has beet)
the lising
lii Mississippi. tot example. ambulance, i ’,tined through the pass
able sheets ot de \ astated places
such .is Ililulimi, ( iiillpott. Wit \ eland
:mil lila, St. I tqlls. ill NO1111: 1..,iNeS
Speeding paSi
11 pse,Ui thine, of
’axing l’eulqe itiq’Ped in Hooded
and crumbled buildings.
State official, saki NagniN
guess of thousands dead seemed
plausible.
I t. Ke \ ii ( out iii Of the state
lancivency Pieparedness
said it is too soon to say us ith ans
dicd litit
noted liii iikv
ot peo
plc had been iestdied nom took
:Ind ittlts, it cotild
iissuined that
there \sere lots ot others ss-ho s ere
not saved.
-You have a limited number of
resources, low all tiliknoWil ntlinhei
01 t.’ actives II
been c
end day s. oil se had rept it their
are c:tsualties You all T:T111 do the
math.- he said
Ilooded snick oil No\
(Ii leuis, doien ot
up to 20)) rode, :Its .1\
In Till
Tiras ans ot boats to pull tesidents
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Hurricane Katrina
at a glance
(AP) - LOUISIANA:
Deaths: The mayor said
the hurricane probably killed
thousands of people in New
Orleans an estimate that, if
accurate, would make the
storm the nation’s deadliest natural disaster since at
least the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake. Relief crews put
aside the counting of bodies
to concentrate on rescuing the
living, many trapped on rooftops and in attics.
Estimated 80 percent of
New Orleans under water,
up to 20 feet deep in places.
Water still rising as engineers struggle to plug two
breached levees along Lake
Pontchanrain
with
giant
sandbags.
Authorities drew up glans
to clear out the tens of thousands of people left in the
Big Easy and all but abandon
the flooded -out city. Many
of the evacuees including
thousands now staying in the
Superdome will be moved to
the AtitrodOnle in Houston,
350 miles away.
Lt. Gov. Mitch Landrieu
said 3.01X1 people rescued by
boat and air.
Sections of Interstate 10,
only major freeway leading
into New Orleans from the
east. destroyed.
At least 713010 customers
estimated without power.
BellSouth Corp., the region’s doininalit local phone
provider, estimated that about
750,000 Imes may be out of
service in the most heavily
damaged areas.
Looting broke out in some
New Orleans neighborhoods.
Thieves took guns from a WalMart. One police offi-er shot
in the head by looter but expected to recover. Looters also
used a forklift to smash open a
pharmacy. City officials themselves commandeered equipment from a looted Office
Depot. During a state of emergency. authorities have broad
powers to take private supplies
and buildings for their usc.

9/11

1 -800 -RAP -TEST Higher test scores
guaranteed or your
kaptest.com
money back!

Quote: "You know, it’s not
like people are just there because they want to be there.
They’re there because they’re
trapped in the city." Gov.
Kathleen Blanco on ABC
"Good Moniing America."

GET IN ON THE JOKE!
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Deaths: At least 110.

"HANDS DOWN THE

More than 236,000 customers without power.

FUNNIEST OF THE YEAR!
IT MAY BE THE FIRST
FEEL-GOOD MOVIE MADE
OUT OF FECAL MATTER!"
"HOW MANY COMEDIANS
DOES IT TAKE TO SCREW

Hundreds of waterfront
homes, businesses, community landmarks and condominiums obliterated.

45501 NE MUNI 1 fr

Casinos built on barges
along the coast damaged or
destroyed, some floated across
beach onto land. Dozen casinos employed about 14,000
people, generated $2.7 billion
in annual revenue.

WITH AN ,UPTIGHT WORLD?
r2u"r,’ ,11

More than 1,600 Mississippi
National Guardsmen activated.

rnMAL

tillt7111111

Major bridges damaged in
three coastal counties, including those linking Biloxi with
Ocean Springs and the connection to Bay St. Louis.
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Student organizations make grab for new members
I think you] geuekil student got
.
(*winnings said. "The
eviitisine \\ dslieie .ind there are all
anizatn ins our’
kinds it
Willi mine Ilion 200 organiz.ition. ic..1sieted w Mt Student Idle
and 1 eadidsliiii. genei:iting awareness ,Aas a key component of the
Lint’
want to get the vvord
..Mt:
nil about the program.- said
a speech patholJasmine
i,e i,ijpoi nd member of the
1..tigni.wc. Pathology. and
tat.. -For students
Audiology
who are undeclared and are inter
ested m helping people with ii is
:it-Mit es. this goes them whet
Slot have been
non. that
:mare it
Spec’. Ii.
Language.
Patholf tgc and yudiology Club
attend conleienv es that address
issues such as autism. neurologu.
v al unpan mem and other specitiv

BY KELLEY LUGEA
itiound
crosided
Students
booths near the Student I mon
and Seventh Street walkway
Wednesday tor the annual Student
Organization Viiire, where inure
than 0)0 v Mb, and organizations
were shiivvased.
Students on their way to classes
may ha \ e found it difficult to ma nett% el through this part of campus
as others swarmed around the dub
of their choice.
’If you looked up and dovn
the %%alto\ dy. there were tons (it
people... said Anthony Cummings.
coordinator for student organization development and special programs.
Various dubs ranging from
academic to cultural, athletic to
religious attempted to attract new
members and gam awareness of
their cause on dimpus.

TC;If11111

ggT

l’Iuei s and informational material played an important role in
familiarizing students to the wide
range oh student organizations.
"We’re trying to get our name
out there." said Chrissy Ajawara.
vice president of the Black Alliance
of Scientists and Engineers.
"People knovv who we are, but we
want them to know where we meet
and what we’re all about, so were
giving out pamphlets."
The Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers is part of the National
Society of Black Engineers, and
the chili’s lirst meeting of the semester is ill take place at 7 p.m.
Sept. 15 in the Ohlone room of the
Student 1 .111011.
Sc’. ciiidubs hoping to boost
then memberships had sign up
sheets readily available for interested students.
"We do need more girls to participate in our club.- said Monyrith
inr. member of the Badminton

he exposure was here and there
are all kinds of organizations
out."

Anthony Cummings, development coordinator
Club. "Even though we have a
winning record, we do have to
forfeit our girls matches and we
would like to avoid that situation."
The Badminton Club plays
against other schools, such as
Stanford University and UC
Berkeley. and is a great way to get
to know other students. King said.
To help increase their memberships. other clubs offer scholarships to outstanding members.
-We are trying to reach the
younger generation and build
our community up again: said
Liliana Gaspar, a member of Clube
Lusitania, a Portuguese organiza-

Lion. "In the past, we were able
to earn money for scholarships by
putting on dances :it Portuguese
halls and we would like to do that
again."
Clube Lusitania is focused on
uniting the large Portuguese community that is present in San Jose
and having a greater presence at
SJSU.
Several of the clubs present
were academic or department focused. These organizations concerned themselv es less with social
events and inure V. itlu networking
within their field.
"We have lots ot cOrporate of-

beers at out meetings,- said Gary
Reyes, secretary of the Financial
Management Association. "It’s a
good way to meet them, give them
your resume, get internships and
get into the corporate world."
Many of the members of the
Financial Management Association
are business. finance and accounting minors. They hoped to attract
new members with free shirts,
among other things.
Each organization had a different turn out but the overall message was to gain awareness of their
clubs presence on ampus and to
get more students its olved in activities that can better their experience at SJSU.
After more than a month of
planning by Student Life and
Leadership. each organization got
an opportunity. to be heard.
"It ended up working out really
well." said Cummings. "I think it
S a pretty successful event. -

Protesting mom leaves Crawford, takes vigil on road trip
1,1,1’,t’. August trout inn% oil. Sheehan said as she smiled aml
is as cii timing Ii alms wind( \. al tei
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Tev.i..
CRAWFORD,
- After a 26 -day ’.i11 that ignited
the anti -war movement. Cindy
Sheehan took her protest on the
road Wednesday. while a handful
of veterans pledged to ,ontintie
camping off the road leading to
President Bush’s ranch until the
war in Iraq ends.
Rather than heading home to
California. Ilk’ mother of a 24 year-old soldier is ho died in hag
boarded one or three buses hemt
ing out on tout to spread her flues
sage.
"This is w here Fin going to

thie,th

AI

.1/,,th

that

1,,

Limied the lit’.

did during her Crawford stay
although he said that he sympathizes with her. Ills sacation ended
Wednesday. two day s early. so he
could monitor tederal efforts to
help hurricane v ic limns on the Gulf
Coast.
While dozens of protesters
packed tents and anti -war banners Wednesday. a few tents remained so at least two Veterans for
Peace members can keep camping
there 24 hours a day until the war
ends. said Carl Rising -Moore of
Indianapolis.
"What happened here has deaf

and nearly 1.000 other U.S. soldiers. She missed a week of the
protest because tit her mother’s
stroke.
"We’re going to keep on questioning him, and we’re going
to keep on until our troops are
brought tonic because there’s no
noble cause." she said Wednesday.
"And that’s why George Bush
couldn’t come out and talk to me
because he doesn’t have a noble
cause- for the war.
While two top Bush administration offiv la’s talked to Sheehan
the president Ile
the first
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Students
Save 50%
on Symphony
Tickets!

SACRANI kw() (API -- A
long list of state ofticials, including two former governors. is
scheduled to attend opening vete
monies Monday for the Um% ersitv
of California. Merced, the lust
CC campus to be built in four decades.
Absent from the gala will be
the state’s current chief executi e. Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Utio eisity ottiv ials were notified
about 10 days ago that the governor would not be coming.
-We ICC ei% cd a elephone call
:ahising us that his schedule was
hooked and he would not he able
to participate,- said Patti Istas.
spokeswoman for the univ erstty.
"We were told that he understood

the assault :mired on tele v
Police said Tuesday the %\ 0111a II Is m her early 30s and does not
Iii’.’ ill Oakland. The sic oin
uuuiuiulh’. tuuuussire that the October
2002 .1..atilt in an Oakland parking liii ii us taped.
"It [nought back a whole lot
of had ineinories, and the whole
trauma lot her." Oakland police
Sgt. Ihennon Lindsey said of the
footage, which initially appeared
on zi 2002 DVD titled "World’s
Wildest Street Fights Volume I."
Police say there’s not much
chance of prosecuting the :11sailants on the tape unless
someone who knows them
comes tom aid

Tonik. Cover your A-Z.
You’re young. You’re healthy, But hey, life is
unpredictable. All it takes is one slip, one fall, one
buff, and the financial pain can outweigh the
physical. Whether yoirro laid out on the snow. sand
or gras,,. you’re going to wish you were covered.

Subscriber Benefits
Unlimited Ticket Exchange
Ticket Exchange by Phone
Create-Your-Own Series

Your rate call be $f,4$123 per month’. It’s fast and
online. So. apply today at my website below.

Season Highlights
MU conducts Stravinsky’s
Oedipus Rex in a semi-staged production
Violinist Sarah Chang plays Sibelius
David Robertson conducts CROON
Pianist Lang Lang play?

BayCrest Insurance Services
12 1f) ‘,
San ftg+e, CA 0!)

country." Sheehan told her cheering supporters.
On Thursday. protesters plan to
go to U.S. House Xlami ity Leader
Tom DeLay ’s ol lice itt he I louston
area.
Sheehan said some 10.000 people visited "Camp Casey" since
she started camping Aug. i in a
ditch off the main road leading to
Bush’s ranch.
Most stayed a few hours or days
at the original roadside camp or at
the second, larger site about a mile
iii is on a private lot offered by a
sympathetic landowner.

UC Merced opening loses Gov.

News in the brief dround the Bay Area
s..ifita
SAN .1OSI.
Clara County ottii.dals 1,11,1
caned residents that inse’. II, ale
spraying heduled for Thin sdav
to combat the West Nile Viols
posed no threat to humans
"What
can expect is probably not to notice anything 1 heie
is really /et() percent dhail e iii
human harm from these , I
cals." Daniel Strickman. a v, hum
ecologist. said during a meeting
Tuesday.

ed a shift of conscience on a global
basis. It’s famous. It needs to be
remembered." Rising -Moore said.
"And President Bush spends
an incredible amount of time
here."
Sheehan’s first stop on the bus
tour vvas a Wednesday night rally in
Austin. where nearly 2,000 people
marched about 14 blocks from the
state Capitol to City Hall, chanting
and holding anti -war signs. About
two dozen Bush supporters held a
counter rally nearby..
"Thank you for being a bright
spot in is bat is so-called Bush

.

(408) 249-4611
CA Insurance
License #0B1 8073
Or apply at our website:
www.baycrestinsuranceservices.com

4

the signiti-ince of our event and
regretted not being able to attend. Neither the go \ ernor nor his
staff has disclosed what other
e% CMS of aClIVIIICS will OCI:Upy
his time Monday. On Wednesday.
Schwarzenegger said he will take
his own private tour of the campus
on Thursday.
"I’m not skipping it: I’m skipping ahead of it." the governor
said In response to a reporter’s
question during i press eient related to homeless issues in Long
Beach. "I’m v ’siting it tomorrow.
Tomorrow I am taking a tour of
UC Merced because I’m very, very
proud that we are building another
university."
Istas confirmed that a private
tour for the governor had been
arranged. Schwarzenegger didn’t
respond to questions about where
he would be on the day of the ceremony.
Officials in California’s vast
and fast -developing San Joaquin
Valley consider the campus opening an important milestone. UC
Merced is the 10th campus of the
University of California system

and the first major research university to be built in the U.S. in the
new millennium.
Schwarzenegger is a big supporter of the campus and of
education but just could not attend. said Katherine McLane, a
spokeswoman for the governor.
She said she did not know where
Schwarzenegger would be on
Monday.
For some, that explanation isn’t
satisfactory.
"Oh, please, governor:. The
Fresno Bee said ill a recent editorial. "That’s a tired excuse and it’s
well beneath you. We doubt there
will be much else going on as
significant as California adding a
10th campus to its world -class LX’
system."
Among those scheduled to attend are tinnier goiernors Gray
Da% is and George Deukmejian,
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante. UC
Board of Regents chairman Gerald
Parsky. state Sen. Jeff Denham.
R -Salinas. and Assembly woman
Bat bara Matthews, D-Tracv.
Before UC Merced iii’. built,
the last
campuses opened in
190 in Santa Cruz and It’.

Come on By!
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Friday Night Live!
Rock Gospel Music (no sermon!)
8 pm to 9:30pm
Open Mic at 8:30!
Peace Vigil - Friday 5 pm
at the Federal Building
Sunday Worship 10:30am
4th Sunday Rock Gospel Service

We are cross-cultural, we include people from
different racial backgrounds, sexual
orientations and mental abilities.
We love diversity!
San Jose
Call us at 408-294-4564
State University
stpaulsumcsj.com
Connected with sjspirit.org
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RAISES - Some staff members find San Jose area too expensive
continued from page 1
getting easier," said Phyllis Nakamura,
the administrative support coordinator in
the psychology department. "We’re losing staff and gaining work and not getting compensated."
There are some faculty and staff
members who want to continue to work
at SJSU but find it difficult because it can
be expensive to live in San Jose.
"We are living in one of the highest
cost of living areas in the entire coun-

try:’ Diana Stover, a journalism professor said. "It makes it difficult for schools
and departments to recruit and retain
faculty."
The history department has also had
difficulty in hiring faculty because the
cost of living and salaries do not match
up.
"Salaries are not high enough to recruit people." said Patricia Don, an assistant professor in the history department.
"California State University faculty
members are paid about 8 to 10 percent
less than similar faculty members across

DEANS - Search committees to be selected soon

the United States."
Some colleges have experienced a
problem in retaining faculty because the
cost of living is so high in the Silicon
Valley.
"In the school of journalism and mass
communications, we lost two faculty
members, Dennis Dunleavy and Mark
Wu, this past year because they couldn’t
afford to live here," said Stover. "Both
faculty members liked SJSU but came to
the realization that they would never be
able to buy houses."

DANCER - Groups must get permits to have amplified sound
continued from page 1
amplified sound."
Perlas said he would sell his Air
Jordan sneakers to help offset the cost of
Pham’s potential tine.
Aaron Ordinario, who said he was
break -dancing with Pham at the tone
of the citation, said of the situation "It’s

hypocritical. There are other groups who
blast their music, and (they) don’t see
cops." lie believes the other groups are
allowed to blast their music as loud as
they please, while they, the group King
Krew, are unjustly penalized for playing
a little music.
Lass s said Pham [(slated a campus
rule that prohibits -sound amplification"

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER I , 2005

unless it is in a designated area or proper
permits have been obtained.
In the end, Pham and his friends said
that they have a mission at San Jose
State University, one that goes beyond
just getting an education.
"Our mission is to spread hip -hop
dance to the San Jose community - everybody’s invited," Perlas said.

continued from page 1

Whitcomb will inersee each committee
and is optimist!. about each search.
"You has e
hope that die search is
inclusie. diy erse and that the process
yyII y ield the hest candidates out there,"
Vi Ii iii
said. "It’s se us .0 et
done
because they’re in a key leadership role in
their department.... You yy ant people who
reflect and want to be a part of that."

seaiLli committee, hilt my best guess is
lhat the :minium mein, and applications
ssII he done in the Lill. an_
d _tat inters es’.
is ill be held in the sin mg." Whitcomb said.
"Fhe challenge, lie said. Liimes "because
you’re dealing is oh the a. ailemic calendar."

Irvine death may be from hazing
IRVINELN PI
Police are ins estigating
death. Love said.
\stealer a lia/ing !anal led hi a student’s
’But gien the tact that it was part of a
death 14,1111\5111e a tooth:111 game between
pledging act is its, \se is anted to Make sure,..
my et sny it Calitormairiine
pledges .)dia
Ile said, adding that detectiy es is ere interfraternits iiieiiutrei
s teii mg play ems and spectators Fuesday.
Kenny Lining. 10, ot Rosemead died
131011e ally’ the other pledges attended
of head injuries about 2 p.m. Fuesday at
Calitornia Polytechnic Uniy,
ersity. Pomona.
Western Medical Center-Santa Ana 1k’
yy here they wanted to start a Lambda Phi
had been injured by- a tackle during Sunda)
Epsilon chapter. Loy e said.
afternoon’s game at an Its ic iarkI. cord
Hie would-be traternity members de ing to Daniel Dai. 21, a fellow Lambda Phi
1 ’,ICJ
rap those plans. Dal .410.
Epsilon pledge.
I e 1.
Ii Y me L hapter has been placed
It Mras "as it Ile had the breath knocked on -interim emergent’ S suspension.- said
out of Inin be ans.’ he became limp and
unisetsiti spokesman Jiiii ( ’ohen,
knocked to the ground.- pai said.
55,15 one it the 5 iningest
suns iii the group, but he was iine
ot he enss with the inost heart . Dal said he and eight tithe’
pledges phis ed against 30 to 40
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
fraternity members in \\hat he
described as -a hazing disguised
as a football game. is a misdeSimple
ixr, ha,’
meanor. said
1.t
Jeff
Lose. But II haziny lead.
Strew,
death, those lecpiii,1,1,
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face felons
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SPARTAN - Members of rival parties now work together on board
continued from page 1
basic idea was that in the past, many
messages
came
out
uncontested."
Gutierrez said. "We wanted to let people
know that, instead of sitting around and
complaining, they should speak up for
what they’ believe in."
With a new academic semester in full
swing, both Balderas and Gutierrez talked about their optimism for the future
year to come. Balderas’ placement into
office, in itself, showed a sense of focus
beyond party lines.

"Rebecca was not the director of legislative affairs who was voted into office," Gutierrez said. "The person originally elected resigned and I had had the
option of either instating my own party
affiliate who had run, or inter’, iew candidates. I chose to interview Landidates
and ended up choosing a member from
the Spartan Party."
Gutierrez insisted that no one held
any type of resentment or betrayal after
e Ile said the priority was not
party loyalty. it was credibility and se iii e it, the

"We agreed that once we entered office, we would not be Spartan or Stand
Up. we would just be A.S.," Gutierrez
said . "People are really making the effort to be AS., to stick together and represent the students."s
Balderas also felt that previous political rivalries disappear once one enters
into office.
"We both wanted to reptesent and
help the students," Balderas said. "Once
we were sworn into office, thew were no
more issues. Today, on our board, students come first."

Your
Department of Environmental Studies
Classes Available
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THE ARISTOCRATS
THE 40-YEANOL0 VIRGIN

How can your college courses make a difference and prepare you for a college career you can
truly live by, The Department of Environmental Studies still has room in the following courses
Name

Course it

Days & Time

Atoom

Life on a Changing Planet

Envs 10

Mon Wed 10:30-11.45

DH 135

Envs 100W

Tuesdays 1:30-4:15

IS 113
DMH 161

(GE "82" credit)
(GE "Z" credit)
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23 Farm baby
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MARCH IN THE PENGUINS
elME11 201 S SCond St 998-3300
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X
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Water Policy in the West

Envs129

Mondays 1:30-4:15

Solar Home Design

Envs132

Thursdays 1.30-4:15

IS 113

California Environmental Controversies

Envs144

Tues-Thur 12:00-1.15

ENG 301

Environmental Studies for Teachers

Envs158

Tues-Thur 1:30-4:15

BBC 220

Nature Photography

Envs166

Friday 10:30-11:45 field trips

BBC 105

FOIA BROTHERS
THE CAVE

Enviornmental Restoration

Envs187

Wed 1:30-4:15 field trips

DMH 161

IRE 40-YEAR Elle VIRGIN

Advanced Environmental Restoration

Envs191

Mon-Wed 10:30-11:45

DMH161

RED EYE

(Wetland Focus)
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408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
PHN:
FAX:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

TUTORS NEEDED NOW)
Strong multi subj skills. Or 1st
thru HS. M-F, 3-9pm Flex Mrs
$1200/mo. 408 255-5247

ATTN: SJSU STUDENTS))
’PART TIME OPENINGS
115.00 BASE-appt.
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings
EMPLOYMENT
available for customer sales/
DAY CARE/RECREATION
service. The positions offer
numerous unique benefits for
Santa Clara Private School
students:
M -F 3-6pm $10.00/hr.
’HIGH STARTING PAY
Fax resume to 408 247-0996
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’Internships possible
SWIM TEACHERS
Year round program. indoor ’All majors may apply
pool Experience with children ’Scholarship awarded
a must. "Teaching experience annually
not required AM/PM/WE shifts ’Some conditions apply
available Email resume to
’No experience necessary
sdavis@avac us
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience!
Watch for us on campus
OUTREACH PROGRAM
Counselors P/T Elem Schools throughout the semester or
IiisieMrilpitz/Scr rClara.uied Opp CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
vAwicworkforstudents.com/sisu
not
for leaching cop Need car
Send resume/cover letter to,
hr@girtscoutsofscc org
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST PT positions
DT SJ office seeks FT (M -F,
available in busy family style
8-5) receptionist/general clerk restaurant in &vale. All shifts
Exp. in NP helpful. Fax resume available. Flea Hrs. $10.50/hr
to (4081 271-7911 or email to
to start. Call 408 733-9331 Ask
hr510@pacificstates.com
for Wendy

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 Every Weekend!
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
REC. LEADERS WANTED)
Mature & caring role models
wanted for. Mtn View After
School Program. PT/PM Hrs.
$8.50-12.00/hr .YMCA membership Fax 650-969-1053 or
kparker@ymcarnidpen.org
ASSIST/RUNNER for local SJ
Construe Co Looking to hire
FT for our busy office. Duties
to include but not limited to
phones. mail, faxes, filing,
ordering & running errands.
Valid D & auto ins req. Must
have outgoing personality &
ability to complete assignments Knowledge of Word,
Excel & Outlook a plus! FT job
with full benefits!! Great work
environment! $12.00-515.00
Mileage. Fax resume to
(408) 998-1737 Attn: Allyson or
email: alabarreare@
barryswensonbuilder cam
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
PR instructors elem. schools.
Degree/Cred not reci’d. Opp
for teach. exp. Need car. VM
408 287-4170 X408 E0E/AAE

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Security Officer PT/FT
Flexible Grave Bonus
Commute up to 25 miles
(408) 247-4827
BEFORE & AFTER-SCHOOL
TEACHERS/LEADERS!
This is a great opportunity for
education & child study majors.
Morning & afternoon shifts
available Must have expenence working with children &
have a minimum of 12 units
in child related classes. Call
Small World Schools@408283-9200 eat 21 or fax resume
to 408-283-9201
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare.
KT in the afternoon No ECE
units required. Previous experience with children a must.
Please call 248-2464.

LOS GATOS SWIM AND
RACQUET CLUB IS Currently
accepting applications for positions in the following departments: Front Desk, Fitness
Staff, Childcare & Maintenance
Applicants are to be outgoing & able to multi-task. Good
customer service is a plus. PT
AM/PM shifts available. More
into call. (408) 356-2136 or fax
resume to: (408) 358-2593

HEY) BABYSITTER...
needed for 2 5 yr old son, My
home, So San Jose (Almaden).
M & Th 8.15am-12:15pm or 8:
15am-10:15am. REFS/own
trans/punctuality a must!
$10 00/hr Kerry(408) 997-3130
DENTAL OFFICE: Need a
receptionist to sch, appts,
comp entries, filing. etc. Also, a
back office assist. to help seat
patients, stenlize InstruMents,
clean up. If you have exc
people skills & a quick learner.
we are willing to train. Sue@
408 279-8080

PRESCHOOL TEACHER
For a 2 year old class Full time
position Early childhood education degree or degree in a
related field Call 260-9926 or
momingstarps@yahoo corn
NANNY: PT. 3 kids. Evrgrn
M-Th Occas Fri & Sat. Must
have own car. clean DMV &
exc refs Salary $12/hr, Sue
(408) 691-0495

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant. Toddler & Preschool
Teachers & Aides F/T & PIT
positions available. Substitute
RECEPTIONIST, PT, phones,
positions. are also available
That ofer flexible hours ECE
ft clerical work, 10 min from
units are required for teacher
SJSU. M & W 850-520. Tue
6Th 8:50-1,00 Call Heather
positions but not req for Aide
positions Excellent opportu14081 995-6425
nity fur Child Development
majors please call Cathy for
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS an interview@247-6972 or fax
Local valet company needs
resume 10 248-7433
enthusiastic & energetic
individuals to work at nearby
MARKETING INTERN
malls private events & country /Assistant Position avail unwed
clubs FT/PT available We will for mktg or related major in
work around your busy school area marketing firm Paid
schedule Must have clean
650 278-0200 or email res
DMV Lots of fun & earn good jmahoney@mahoneyprint.corn
money Call 408-867-7275
GET PAID TO THINK!
Make $75 taking online surveys
HIRING TUTORS for 7th. 8th
www MoneyAuthor cam
AVID classes. All subj 12 10 to
2:05, T 6Th. $15.00/hr Willow
INTERNET WORK $8 75Glen Mid. Schl. Anne Dunnigan
$38.50/hr. PT/FT/Summer
408 535-6277 X412
Studentsurveysite com/ad004

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar w/APA & Chicago
styles ESL is a specialty
Grace@831-252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol corn or visit
wwwgracenotesediting corn

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL
PLAN $69 00 per year Save
30%-60% (includes cosmetic)
For into call 1-800-655-3225 or
WWW studentdental corn or
wwwgoldenwestdental corn

FOR SALE
WOOD FRAME FUTON with
mattress & mattress cover
Excellent condition $150 OBO
Call 924-5639

RENTAL HOUSING
VICTORIAN STUDIO 4 Blocks
to SJSU Parking Laundry.
$750/mo Inc, utils 559-1356

4,0110.
act000to
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WANTED
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto. CA branch of
the California Cryobank us
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo,
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile
couples. For more information
or to apply online please visit
www.cryobankdonors.com
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Lounge offers swanky atmosphere

’Transporter 2’ plot
travels nowhere fast

BY ILBFtA BEITPOLOUS
Daily Staff Writer

BY AN NGUYEN
1),o, Stiff

Unlike your average college bar.
Fahrenheit Ultra Lounge is perfect
if you want a classy, modern and
exceptionally staffed alternative to
the regular downtown clubs.
Since the club’s opening in
April. it has worked to attract an

’Transporter 2’’ definitely has
a healthy dose of action, bare
skin and fast paced driving, but
don’t expect any Oscars to be
handed out.
Frank Martin. played by
Jason Statham ("The Italian

NIGHTLIFE
upscale, young and sophisticated
crowd to its 99 E. San Fernando Si.
location in downtown San Jose.
Just as its title implies. this
ultra lounge is precisely that. A
bar, a club and a restaurant all intertwined with a modern vibe. It
boasts everything from live music.
disc jockeys spinning late at night.
and a delicious array of Californian
and Eurasian infused cuisine.
Typical downtown bars tend to
entail a casual, party -like atmosphere. Fahrenheit has an elegant
yet fashionably casual attire that is
strictly enforced on the weekends
after 10 p.m. Unfortunately tor
many college students, there is a
cover charge upon admittance after 10 p.m. on weekends. Because
it recently opened. Fahrenheit is
still feeling out its clientele in the
downtown area. The current cover
charge is still fluctuating, depending on the amount of business that
particular night. Currently, it is
$10 for men and $5. or free for
ladies.
The location is near campus
and also among other businesses
geared more toward college students. Fahrenheit, however, is
unique in that it has an assortment
of activities available with a lavish
and trendy feel.
There is truly something for e eryone at the lounge. On any giv
night you can is ;itch the spectacular tire tricks it bottle juggling
routines put on hy the bartenders.
The club is decently sued, not
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Kokoro Hoben, left, has a drink after work Wednesday at Fahrenheit Ultra Lounge.
too Ng, yet rot
. is ith an intimate
setting. There is a slightly lofted
section referred to as the -upper
lounge.- vv hub is .ivailable for private dining and special e \ ems.
If you like to he iii he midst
ot the av tutu. then the main flior.
knovvii i. he -lovver lounce,is
for you I his area has plush seating
along the \salts of the dance Boor.
facing the bar. You t. an also grab
a booth with a cutup of friends or
even strangers. whichevei sitikes
your tam y
One vould enjoy a meal to
sip OA kt,iils is ith peers in the
trendv yet relaxed atmosphere.
Danny Chu. ’us tier and operautt
of Fahrenheit Vitra Lounge. has
been in the line ICSilltIratli
and San Francis,. o
in the Last
since 19)i I
Lunch is seri ed Irian I I :3(i
am, to 2:30 p
1111011;2h

iifi the menu ranging from
Ii itf.
vat to st: 50
!tarps hum is if0111 5 p.m. to 7
p m I he spec tals include S. miutis. alto !home the featured vodka.
$ beer.
as lien
Dinner is asttilahle Tuesday
throuch $attadav !tom
1)-m. to
II p.m vv lIt pt I.. es lancing from
alloolahle for the
itt SI .
aveittgc t.011, ge student.
gto s tut Mete who want
to mipiess a .peL
someone. this
iitainAnt mu ill siitily do the trick.
I he es t it ii. menu is both al fordable
and 1.1IC
kind
tilnenheit’s Red Room is a VIP
so. non 01 the lounge vs ith glass
walls devoted to Iwo ate parties
On the weekends. live ISisspinning the latest house and hip -hop
heats create a doh v Is.. perfect for
late night dancing and sot. iali/ing.
The lounge slam!. out from

competitors with its upscale and
liniqUe scene. similar to places
such is the V Bar on Santana
Row
"We are aiming towards an
urban professional. upper middle
class co twd.- says Chu.
On Wednesdays. the lounge
tones down the hype. vs Oh live
jan beginning at 7 p.m.
"There is great music. meat
fOod, and it’s an all around et t.%11
place to be" said Lana Ds kstra.
senior at SJSU and a nes\ ly hued
hostess at Fahrenheit.
Although the business is aim
mg to draw in a more tippet middle class crowd, there :tie many
attributes that appeal to
students. If you like s Liss) WI
tings. then Fahrenheit is .1 gleat
place for you to en.itty an upscale
evening of dinner. dancing and
drinks.

Joh.- "Snatch’.m. is hay K as an
ex -Special Forces operative who
transports goods
human or not
f ttr a handsome fee.
Ile temporarily hires himself
out as a chauf feta to a wealthy’
family to pass the time and finds
himself bonding us di the t5 -yearold boi he dm es around named
Jack.
Richt alter s \veal mg an oath to
plow the [No. Martin finds him sell taLe-Itt lave vvith the assassin
Gianni 1.Xlessandio (iassman).
and his ilV11C11111en. W;th machine
guns ’stinted straight at Martin.
Jack. is ripped out of his arms and
held for ransom.
The abduction sets off a chain
ot es ents. including car races, in Iris ate II It scenes and plenty of
evplostons
enough to get the
authenc e’s heal Is pumping.
lawn. along mu ith his visiting police Ii tetint twin France.
Tarconi (Francois Berleand
investigate the crime together, revealing much more to the thickening plot.
Writer Robert Mark Kamen.
\s hit has vvork such as "The
karate Kid- and "(Hadiator-. does
not slum the same Moms in this
III ts le as Ins pies ions pieces.
Though the blovv -by-blow
vtunhat manages to keep the
sewer occupied. the dialogue is
corny enough to Make eyes roll.

While Jack is in captivity, his
parents Audrey Billings, played
by Amber Valletta ("Hitch"), and
Mr. Billings (Matthew Modine)
who have been separated for a
year because of Mr. Billings’ high
profile job, continue to argue.
Yet their dialogue lacked genuine emotions. Both the words and
the acting were horribly executed.
The tension between the two
becomes repetitive and annoying
within the first 15 minutes.
Statham himself does a good
job, maintaining the callous and
mysterious demeanor, along with
the impeccable sense of style that
has defined his role.
Throughout the whole movie.
Martin battles through swords,
planks, axes and guns all the
while making sure his suit looks
clean and ironed. For example,
when his shirt gets drenched, he
pulls from his trunk full of weapons, not a knife, not a gun, but a ziplocked, freshly dry-cleaned suit.
There were a few good laughs
from Tarconi, who succeeds in
charming the police with his cooking when he is brought in for questioning.
Though not a heart -wrenching. deep and intriguing movie.
"Transporter 2- is still an easy
kickback watch for a weekend
out.
The movie comes out in theaters Friday.

’Transporter 2’
Rated: PG- 13
Starnng: Jason Statham,Alessandro
Gassman, Amber Valletta
Directed by Louis Leterrter
Written by Luc Besson, Robert
Mark Kamen
Studio:Twentieth Century Fox
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